WAC 51-11C-20222

Section C202.22—V.
VARIABLE REFRIGERANT FLOW SYSTEM. An engineered direct-expansion (DX) refrigerant
system that incorporates a common condensing unit, at least one variable capacity compressor, a distributed refrigerant piping network to
multiple indoor fan heating and cooling units each capable of individual zone temperature control, through integral zone temperature control devices and a common communications network. Variable refrigerant
flow utilizes three or more steps of control on common interconnecting
piping.
VENTILATION. The natural or mechanical process of supplying conditioned or
unconditioned air to, or removing such air from, any space.
VENTILATION AIR.
That portion of supply air that comes from outside
(outdoors) plus any recirculated air that has been treated to maintain
the desired quality of air within a designated space.
VERTICAL FENESTRATION. See "FENESTRATION."
VISIBLE TRANSMITTANCE [VT].
The ratio of visible light entering the space
through the fenestration product assembly to the incident visible
light, visible transmittance, includes the effects of glazing material
and frame and is expressed as a number between 0 and 1. For skylights,
VT shall be measured and rated in accordance with NFRC 202.
VISIBLE TRANSMITTANCE - ANNUAL [VT-ANNUAL]. The ratio of visible light entering the
space through the fenestration product assembly to the incident visible light during the course of a year, visible transmittance, which
includes the effects of glazing material, frame, and light well or
tubular conduit, and is expressed as a number between 0 and 1. For
tubular daylighting devices, VT-annual shall be measured and rated in
accordance with NFRC 203.
VOLTAGE DROP. A decrease in voltage caused by losses in the wiring system
that connect the power source to the load.
[Statutory Authority: RCW 19.27A.020, 19.27A.025, 19.27A.160 and chapter 19.27 RCW. WSR 19-24-040, § 51-11C-20222, filed 11/26/19, effective 7/1/20. Statutory Authority: RCW 19.27A.025, 19.27A.160, and
19.27.074. WSR 16-03-072, § 51-11C-20222, filed 1/19/16, effective
7/1/16. Statutory Authority: RCW 19.27A.020, 19.27A.025 and chapters
19.27 and 34.05 RCW. WSR 13-04-056, § 51-11C-20222, filed 2/1/13, effective 7/1/13.]
Reviser's note: The brackets and enclosed material in the text of the above section occurred in
the copy filed by the agency.
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